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Abstract
The influence of pairing correlations on the nuclear size and in particular on the formation of
nuclear halos is studied in the framework of relativistic continuum Hartree-Bogoliubov (RCHB)
theory. It turns out that the contributions from the weakly-bound orbits with low orbital angular
momenta l play an important role. As an example, we investigate the neutron-rich Mg isotopes as
a function of the pairing strength in situations, where the neuron Fermi surface are below, between
and above two weakly-bound 2p levels. We find that the size of the pairing correlations has a
two-fold influence on the density distribution of the neutrons and therefore on the total nuclear
size. First it can change the root mean square (rms) radius of the individual weakly-bound orbits
and second it can enhance the occupation probabilities of these orbits in the nuclear system. On
one side increasing pairing correlations reduce the rms radii of the orbits with small orbital angular
momenta close to the continuum limit (pairing anti-halo effect), on the other side they also can
lead to an enhanced occupation of low-l orbits above the Fermi surface producing in this way a
strong increase of the total radius of the nuclear system. As a consequence, a nuclear halo can
form even in cases, where non of the individual low-l orbits is very close to the continuum. This
leads to the fact that compared with well-bound nuclei, the impact of the pairing strength on the
nuclear size is more pronounced in weakly-bound nuclei than in well-bound systems.
PACS numbers: 21.10.Gv, 21.60.Jz, 27.40.+z
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Since the experimental discovery of the anomalously large nuclear radius in 11Li [1], which
is far beyond the conventional A1/3 law of the mass dependence, considerable experimental
and theoretical efforts [2] have been undertaken to understand this interesting phenomenon
of the formation of a neutron halo in exotic nuclei close to the neutron drip-line.
In the mean-field descriptions of nuclear halos, one interpretation is the pairing effect [3–
6]. With the relativistic continuum Hartree-Bogoliubov (RCHB) theory [7], the first self-
consistent microscopic description of the neutron halo in 11Li has been presented in Ref. [3],
where the halo is reproduced by scattering Cooper pairs from the 1p1/2 level to the 2s1/2
level in the continuum, demonstrating that the coupling between the bound states and the
continuum is of great importance to account for the formation of a halo. Subsequently,
another interesting phenomenon, a giant halo, in exotic Ca and Zr isotopes are predicted
by RCHB theory, which are formed by more than two neutrons scattered as Cooper pairs
to the continuum region [4, 6–9]. In recent years, in order to study the halo phenomena
in deformed nuclei, a deformed relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov (RHB) theory in continuum
has been developed [10–14], and a shape decoupling between the core and halo has been
predicted [10, 12].
On the other hand, in Ref. [15], the asymptotic Hartree-Fock (HF) and Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov (HFB) densities characterized by l = 0 orbits are compared and it has been
emphasized that pairing correlations reduce the nuclear size and an extreme halo with infinite
radius cannot be formed in nuclear systems. The mean square radius calculated by the
asymptotic HF density is
〈r2〉HF ∝
~
2
2m|εk|
, (1)
which will diverge in the limit of vanishing separation energy, the single particle energy
εk → 0. In contrast, the mean square radius calculated by the asymptotic HFB density is
〈r2〉HFB ∝
~
2
2m∆k
, (2)
which will not diverge if the the pairing gap ∆k stays finite in the limit of small separation
energy. This effect that additional pairing correlation acts against a development of an
infinite radius is then concluded as “pairing anti-halo effect” [15].
However, for realistic nuclei further points have to be taken into account. First, the con-
tinuum cannot be included in HF calculations, therefore the above discussions are confined
to the case that the valence nucleons occupy the weakly-bound orbits below the continuum
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threshold, which is also an early interpretation for the nuclear halo [16–18]. Second, the lim-
iting condition εk → 0, and estimation of the nuclear rms radius calculated by the asymptotic
wave functions instead of the real ones correspond to an extremely ideal situation, which is
actually difficult to reach in the real nucleus.
In the present investigation, we study the influence of pairing correlations on the nuclear
size, in particular on the formation of a possible halo. We use RCHB theory, where the
continuum is taken in to account properly, and consider the neutron-rich nuclei with the
neutron Fermi surface below, between and above two weakly-bound 2p levels.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) (a) Centrifugal potentials Vcent.(r) and (b) potentials V (r)+S(r)+Vcent.(r)
of Woods-Saxon shape for the single neutron levels with the orbital quantum number l = 0, 1, 2, 3.
We also show levels in the vicinity of the continuum threshold.
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The RHB equations [19] for the nucleons read as

 hD − λ ∆
−∆∗ −h∗D + λ



 Uk
Vk

 = Ek

 Uk
Vk

 (3)
with the quasiparticle energies Ek, the Fermi surface λ, and the Dirac Hamiltonian
hD = α · p+ βM + Σ(r), (4)
where the mean-field
Σ(r) = V (r) + βS(r) (5)
contains scalar and vector potentials S(r) and V (r). For the following investigations, we
use the relativistic energy density functional PK1, which has been developed in Ref. [20].
However, this is not essential, because it is known from the literature [3, 4, 6–9, 21–30] that
other successful density functionals show a similar behavior.
Pairing correlations are introduced by a density dependent effective pairing force of zero
range [2]:
V pp(r1, r2) =
v0
2
(1− P σ)δ(r1 − r2)(1−
ρ(r1)
ρsat
), (6)
where ρsat = 0.152 fm
−3 is the saturation density. It leads to a local pairing potential
∆(r) = v0(1−
ρ(r)
ρsat
)κ(r) (7)
with the pairing tensor
κ(r) =
∑
k>0
Uk(r)Vk(r). (8)
In order to describe the continuum and its coupling to the bound states properly, the
RCHB equations are solved in coordinate space in a finite box by the method discussed
in Refs. [7, 31]. For a large box, this method presents a reliable solution of these equa-
tions [32, 33]. In the following calculations, the RCHB equations are solved in a box with
the size R = 20 fm and a step size of 0.1 fm and it is checked that for these values of the grid
suitable convergence is achieved for all the results presented here. The influence of pairing
correlations on the halo is investigated by using a variable strength v0 of the pairing inter-
action. The contribution from the continuum is restricted within a cutoff energy Ecut ∼ 120
MeV.
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Considering spherical symmetry, the mean-field Σ(r) in Eq. (5) and the pairing potential
∆(r) in Eq. (8) depend only on the the radial coordinate. In order to clarify the situation,
we first consider potentials of Woods-Saxon (WS) shape:
Σ±(r) =
V0
1 + e(r−R)/a
(9)
with the parameters V0 = −51.32 MeV, R = 4.42 fm, a = 1.00 fm for Σ+(r) = V (r) + S(r)
and V0 = 576.34 MeV, R = 4.10 fm, a = 0.65 fm for Σ−(r) = V (r)−S(r). These values have
been obtained by a fit to the corresponding neutron potentials resulting from a self-consistent
calculation in the neutron-rich nucleus 42Mg as discussed below. Here the weakly-bound 2p
levels are close to the continuum threshold (see Fig. 1).
In the mean-field approximation without pairing correlations, i.e. for ∆(r) = 0, the
RCHB equation can be reduced to a Dirac equation. In the spherical case, starting from the
radial Dirac equation, one can obtain a Schro¨dinger-like equation for the upper components
of the wave function with the potential V (r)+S(r)+Vcent.(r) [34]. The centrifugal potential
Vcent.(r) is represented as
Vcent.(r) =
~
2
2M+(r)
l(l + 1)
r2
(10)
with
2M+(r) = 2M + S(r)− V (r) + εk, (11)
where εk is the corresponding single particle energy .
Fig. 1 shows the centrifugal potentials Vcent.(r) (panel (a)) and the potentials Σ+(r) +
Vcent.(r) (panel (b)) for the single neutron levels with the orbital quantum number l =
0, 1, 2, 3. Due to the fact that for the levels in the neighborhood of the continuum limit
with εk ≪ S − V , no observable differences show up for the states with the same l, neither
in the centrifugal potentials Vcent.(r) nor in the potentials Σ(r) + Vcent.(r). For increasing
l-values, the centrifugal potential Vcent.(r) becomes larger, and thereby the potential V (r) +
S(r)+Vcent.(r) becomes narrower with increasing orbital angular momentum. For the p, d, f
levels, the barriers of the potentials Σ+(r) + Vcent.(r) in the region r > 7 fm are about
0.25, 1.00, 2.50 MeV, respectively.
After the solution of the Dirac equation with the WS potential, one obtains the sin-
gle neutron levels. In panel (b) of Fig. 1, we show the corresponding bound states
1d3/2, 1f7/2, 2p3/2, 2p1/2 and a resonance state 1f5/2 in the neighborhood of the contin-
uum threshold. The gaps between the 1d3/2 and 1f7/2 orbits and between the 1f7/2 and
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2p3/2 orbits are 6.09 and 0.67 MeV, respectively. These gaps correspond to the traditional
magic numbers N = 20 and N = 28. It is evident that the shell gap at N = 28 is reduced
considerably as compared to the one at N = 20. The traditional magic number N = 28
has basically disappeared. The reason for this is the fact that the depth and width of the
WS potential used here is determined by the self-consistent neutron potential in the nucleus
42Mg. Since 42Mg, containing 30 neutrons, is extremely neutron-rich, the self-consistent
calculation produces a highly diffuse neutron potential, and thereby the 2p3/2 level is shifted
downwards. As a consequence, the magicity at N = 28 is lost.
In the first part of our investigations, in order to concentrate on the influence of pairing
correlations on the nuclear size, we will keep the WS potentials fixed at the values adjusted
to the neutron-rich nucleus 42Mg, i.e. at the values shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Single neutron levels 2p and 1f in the canonical basis as a function of average
pairing gap ∆ in Eq. (12). The Fermi surfaces for the neutron numbers N = 28, 30, 32, 34 are
plotted as dashed lines.
It is known that the weakly-bound states and the resonance states in the continuum play
a crucial role in the formation of a nuclear halo [3, 4]. Therefore we solve the corresponding
RCHB equations (3) with neutron number N = 34 for various pairing strength v0 and show
in Fig. 2 the single neutron levels 2p3/2, 2p1/2, 1f7/2 and 1f5/2 in canonical basis [35] as a
function of the average pairing gap,
∆ =
1
N
∑
nlj
(2j + 1)∆(lj)n v
2
nlj, (12)
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where ∆
(lj)
n are the diagonal matrix elements of the pairing field in the canonical basis
and v2nlj are the corresponding occupation probabilities. The canonical basis is calculated
after a self-consistent solution of the RCHB equations (3) and therefore the energy levels
εnlj = h
(lj)
nn depend in principle on ∆. However, since this solution was obtained for fixed WS
potentials, we find in Fig. 2 that these states remain almost unchanged with the increasing
pairing correlations.
In order to illustrate the influence of pairing correlations on the nuclear size, we choose
the four neutron-rich isotopes with N = 28, 30, 32, and 34 as examples. For these four
cases, the neutron Fermi surface (shown as dashed line in Fig. 2) is located just below,
between and above the two weakly-bound 2p levels. As the pairing strength increases, more
neutrons are scattered from occupied levels in the Fermi sea to empty levels above the Fermi
sea, and therefore the Fermi surface is raising at the same time.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Rms radii 〈r〉nlj, occupation probabilities v
2
nlj, contributions v
2
nlj × 〈r〉nlj
to the neutron rms radii for the 2p and 1f orbits, and the total neutron rms radii RN for N =
28, 30, 32, 34 as a function of average pairing gap ∆.
In Fig. 3, the rms radii 〈r〉nlj, occupation probabilities v
2
nlj, corresponding contributions
v2nlj × 〈r〉nlj to the neutron rms radius for 2p and 1f orbits, and total neutron rms radii RN
are plotted as a function of the average pairing gap for the different neutron-rich isotopes
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with N = 28, 30, 32 and 34. The rms radius 〈r〉nlj for one single neutron level denoted by
quantum number nlj is defined as
〈r〉nlj =
(∫
4pir4ρnlj(r)dr∫
4pir2ρnljdr
)1/2
, (13)
where ρnlj(r) = |ψnlj(r)|
2 represents the probability density of each orbit with the wave
function ψnlj in canonical basis [9]. In the upper panels, it is clearly seen that the rms radius
of the 2p orbits are much larger than those of the 1f orbits, due to the lower centrifugal
barrier. With increasing pairing correlations, the rms radius decreases for the 2p and the
1f levels, especially for the 2p states. The reason for this decrease is the so-called “pairing
anti-halo effect” discussed in Ref. [15]. However, this effect concerns the radii 〈r〉nlj of the
individual orbits. On the other hand, the total neutron radius of the nucleus is given by
RN =
∑
nlj
(2j + 1) 〈r〉nlj v
2
nlj . (14)
It is determined by the rms radii of the orbits and the corresponding occupation probabilities,
which depend strongly on the pairing correlations.
For N = 28 in panel (a), the neutron Fermi surface is just below the two weakly-bound
2p levels shown in Fig. 2. Without pairing correlations, the occupation probability is 1.0
for the 1f7/2 orbit, and it vanishes for the 2p and the 1f5/2 orbits. As the pairing strength
increases, the neutrons on 1f7/2 orbit are scattered to 2p and 1f5/2 orbits which have much
larger rms radii. Therefore, the contributions to the total neutron rms radius from 2p and
1f5/2 states grow more than the contribution from 1f7/2 state decreases. As a results, the
total neutron rms radius increases monotonically, where the contributions from 2p orbits
play a dominant role.
Adding two more neutrons, i.e. for N = 30 in panel (b), for zero pairing, the 2p1/2 and
the 1f5/2 orbits are empty, while the 1f7/2 orbit is fully occupied and the 2p3/2 orbit is half
occupied. With increasing pairing strength, the neutrons on 1f7/2 orbit are scattered to the
2p orbits which contribute strongly to the neutron rms radius. Therefore, the total neutron
rms radius RN increases with the growing pairing strength up to ∆ = 0.9 MeV. Increasing
the pairing strength further, the neutrons are continued to be scattered from the 1f7/2 to the
2p1/2 state, while the neutron number in the 2p3/2 orbit decreases slightly and the resonance
state 1f5/2 begins to be occupied. Together with the monotone decreasing rms radii of the
individual orbits, the increase resulting from the 2p1/2 and 1f5/2 states is smaller than the
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decreases of the contributions from the 2p3/2 and 1f7/2 states. Therefore, for very strong
pairing correlations, the total neutron rms radius finally decreases.
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FIG. 4: (Color online)(a) Single neutron levels 1d3/2, 1f7/2, 2p3/2, 2p1/2, 1f5/2 in depth-variant
WS potentials where ε2p1/2 = −5.0, − 0.5, 0.0, 0.5 MeV. (b) Changes of the total neutron rms
radii with respect to those of zero pairing δRN = RN (∆)− RN (∆ = 0.0) for each ε2p1/2 case as a
function of average pairing gap ∆. The shadow area represents the results calculated with different
box sizes in the WS potential with ε2p1/2 = 0.5 MeV .
With two more neutrons, i.e. for N = 32 in panel (c), without pairing correlation, the
1f7/2 and 2p3/2 orbits are fully occupied, while the 2p1/2 and 1f5/2 orbits are empty. As
the pairing strength increases, the neutrons on the 1f7/2 and 2p3/2 orbits are scattered to
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Same as Fig. 2, but both mean-field and pairing potential are calculated
self-consistently.
the 2p1/2 orbit, whose rms radius is larger than the ones of 1f7/2 and 2p3/2 levels. The
contribution of the 2p1/2 orbits cause an increase in the total neutron rms radius up to a
pairing gap ∆ = 0.9 MeV. As the pairing strength continues to grow, the neutrons on the
2p3/2 state begins to be scattered to the 1f5/2 state which provides a smaller contribution
than the 2p3/2 state, while the occupation probability remains almost constant for the 1p1/2
state. Together with the decreasing rms radius of the individual orbits, the total neutron
rms radius finally decreases for very large pairing.
Considering the two weakly-bound 2p levels fully occupied, i.e. for N = 34 in panel (d),
for zero pairing, the neutron Fermi surface is just above the weakly-bound 2p levels. With
increasing pairing strength, the neutrons on the 1f7/2 and 2p orbits are scattered to the
1f5/2 orbit with a much smaller rms radius than the 2p orbits. The contributions to the
total neutron rms radius from the 1f7/2 and 2p orbits decrease more than the increase of the
contribution from 1f5/2 orbit, and therefore the total neutron rms radius finally decreases
monotonically. It should be emphasized that here the two effects, decreasing rms radius of
the individual orbits and changes of the occupation probabilities, act in the same direction.
The decrease of the total neutron radius RN with increasing pairing correlations comes not
only from the decreasing rms radii of the individual orbits but also from the change of the
11
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Same as Fig. 3, but both mean-field and pairing potential are calculated
self-consistently.
occupation probabilities. As the pairing gap increases from 0 to 1.5 MeV, the occupation
probabilities of the 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 states decrease by 15.2% and 9.10%, respectively. The
corresponding decrease of the total radius is much larger than that caused by the decrease of
the rms radii of the individual orbits of about 3.76% and 2.38%. Therefore the decrease of
the contributions of the 2p orbits is mainly caused by the decreasing occupation probabilities.
It is evident that pairing correlations can change the rms radii of the individual weakly-
bound orbits and simultaneously the corresponding occupation probabilities. As a result,
they have a strong influence the nuclear rms radius and the total nuclear size. Furthermore,
the contributions of the weakly-bound 2p orbits to the nuclear rms radius play an important
role.
In the next step, we investigate the impact of pairing correlations on the nuclear size when
the 2p orbits are well-bound, weakly-bound, around the continuum threshold, and finally
in the continuum. As an example, we consider N = 28 and change the depth of the WS
potential in such a way that the position of the ε2p1/2 changes. Panel (a) shows the single
neutron levels 1d3/2, 1f7/2, 2p3/2, 2p1/2, 1f5/2 in WS potentials of varying depth such that
ε2p1/2 = −5.0, −0.5, 0.0, +0.5 MeV. In panel (b), for each case of ε2p1/2 , the change of the
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total neutron rms radius with respect to that of zero pairing δRN = RN(∆)−RN(∆ = 0.0)
is plotted as a function of the pairing gap.
It is found that with the pairing gap increasing from 0.0 to 1.5 MeV, the neutron rms
radius RN (∆) increases only slightly by ∼ 0.004 fm for the case ε2p1/2 = −5.0 MeV. This
corresponds to a well bound nucleus. On the other side, we observe significant increases
by more than 0.1 fm for the cases ε2p1/2 = −0.5, 0.0, + 0.5 MeV which correspond to
the weakly-bound nuclei. Here it has to be noticed that when ε2p1/2 = +0.5 MeV and
ε2p3/2 = 0.05 MeV in the continuum, the system is basically not bound and the solution
depends on the box size we used. For an illustration, by changing the box size from 20 to 25
fm, we find solutions of the shadowed region of panel (b). It can be seen that the neutron
rms radius calculated with the 25 fm box size is about 0.05 fm larger than the one obtained
with 20 fm box size when ∆ = 1.5 MeV. Nevertheless, we can conclude that the influence of
pairing correlations on the nuclear size is much more significant for weakly-bound nuclear
than for well-bound ones.
In the calculations discussed so far, we have kept the mean-fields fixed in the form of
spherical WS potentials, only changing the pairing strength. We investigate the influence of
pairing correlations on the nuclear size for N = 28, 30, 32, 34, where the Fermi surfaces are
located below, between and above the two weakly-bound 2p levels. Here, with increasing
pairing strength, the single neutron levels stay almost a constant. In the next step, we
investigate what happens if both the mean-fields and the pairing potential is changing in
a consistent way. We consider the neutron-rich nuclei 40, 42, 44, 46Mg as examples and use
the effective interaction PK1 developed in Ref. [20] in fully self-consistent solutions of the
RCHB equations (3).
The single neutron levels 2p and 1f in the canonical basis are shown as a function of
average pairing gap for the nuclei 40, 42, 44, 46Mg in Fig. 5. It can be seen that for each
nucleus the weakly-bound 1f7/2, 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 levels are around the Fermi surfaces, and
that the resonance state 1f5/2 is above the continuum threshold. With increasing neutron
number, the neutron potential becomes broader and more diffuse. Thereby the 2p and 1f
states drop down from 40Mg to 46Mg. Furthermore, with increasing pairing strength, the 2p
and 1f states show a slight decrease for each nucleus.
In Fig. 6, we show, similar to Fig. 3, the results of self-consistent calculations for the
rms radii and occupation probabilities of the individual single neutron levels 2p and 1f and
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for the the total neutron rms radii RN as a function of average pairing gap in the nuclei
40, 42, 44, 46Mg. We observe very similar tendencies in the changes of the neutron rms radius
with increasing pairing strength as it has been found for fixed WS potentials in Fig. 3, but
with different amplitudes, especially for the nuclei 40Mg and 46Mg. For 40Mg, as it contains
only 28 neutrons, the neutron potential is narrower and shallower than the WS potential
adjusted the self-consistent neutron potential of 42Mg. As compared to Fig. 2, the single
neutron levels raise up in Fig. 5, especially the 1f5/2 state. The energy gap between 2p1/2 and
1f5/2 states is about 4.0 MeV and therefore it is more difficult to scatter neutrons from the 2p
orbits to the 1f5/2 orbit. As a result, the total neutron rms radius of
40Mg increases more. For
46Mg, the self-consistent neutron potential is broader and more diffuse than the WS potential
adjusted to 42Mg and therefore the 2p and 1f orbits come down considerably. Their rms
radius is significantly reduced, especially for the 2p levels. Therefore, with increasing pairing
strength, even if neutrons are scattered from the 2p to the 1f5/2 levels, the amplitudes of
the change in the neutron rms radius RN is not so significant due to the smaller differences
between the rms radii of the 2p and the 1f5/2 states. Nevertheless, it should be emphasized
that qualitatively the effect of pairing correlations on the nuclear size agrees in the fully
self-consistent calculations with that found for fixed WS potentials.
Summarizing, the relativistic continuum Hartree-Bogoliubov (RCHB) theory is used to
study the influence of pairing correlations on the nuclear size for neutron-rich nuclei. It is
found that the weakly-bound orbits with low orbital angular momenta and small centrifugal
barriers as for instance the 2p levels in our investigation have an important influence on
the total neutron radius and on the development of a halo. Investigating cases where the
neutron Fermi surface is below, between and above the weakly-bound 2p levels, it is found
that pairing correlations have a two-fold influence on the total nuclear rms radius and the
nuclear size. First, they can change the rms radii of individual weekly bound orbits and,
second, they can change their occupation probabilities. With increasing pairing strength,
the individual rms radii are reduced (pairing anti-halo effect). This effect depends on the
distance from the continuum limit. More important is in most of the cases the change of the
occupation probabilities. If the low-l orbits are close to the continuum limit, they are in many
cases not occupied for small or vanishing pairing correlations. Increasing pairing leads to
increasing occupation numbers for these important orbits and consequently to considerable
changes of the total neutron radius and the size of the nucleus. Only in cases, where these
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orbits are below the Fermi surface and still close to the continuum limit, increasing pairing
correlations change their occupations and reduce the nuclear size. This effect is often more
important than the change of the individual rms radii of these orbits.
In the present investigations, the strength of the pairing correlations was an external
variable parameter. Of course, in realistic nuclei the strength of pairing depends on the level
density in the vicinity of the Fermi surface. Therefore, even orbits with high l-values and
large centrifugal barriers can contribute indirectly to changes of the nuclear size. If they
come close to the Fermi surface they enhance pairing correlations influencing at the same
time the occupation of low-l orbits close to the continuum limit and therefore the nuclear
size.
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